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Abstract
Hidden screen-camera communication emerges as a key enabler for the next generation videos that allow side information, such as TV commercials, augmented contents, and
even the video itself, to be delivered to machines during normal watching. To guarantee imperceptibility to human eyes,
existing solutions have to sacriﬁce data rate and reliability
enormously. This paper presents A IR C ODE, a hidden screencamera communication system built upon invisible visual
and inaudible audio dual channel. While ensuring great unobtrusiveness, A IR C ODE achieves robust communication at a
remarkably high rate of >1Mbps, for the ﬁrst time, enabling
imperceptible transmission of not only texts but also videos.
A IR C ODE makes two key technical contributions. First, A IR C ODE takes the complementary advantages of video and audio channels by exploiting the reliable yet low-rate inaudible
audio link as the control channel while the unreliable but
high-rate visual link as the data channel. Second, A IR C ODE
incorporates visual odometry to accurately identify and track
the captured screen, regardless of dynamic video contents
and surrounding interference. Experiments on commercial
monitors and smartphones demonstrate that A IR C ODE signiﬁcantly outperforms the state-of-the-art system, yielding a
remarkable data rate of 1069 Kbps while with BER of 5%.

1

Introduction

Over the past few decades, video has risen into popularity
across the globe. Billions of video are produced, captured,
shared, and viewed every day and everywhere. Rather than
merely watching them, audience often desires to acquire extra
information related to the video content, especially with their
carry-on devices, e.g., smart phone and smart glasses. For
example, an advertisement can deliver a second video introducing detailed usage and function of the advertised product
to its potential users. Instead of letting the viewers record a
blurry video with unintended surrounding contents and color
distortion, a video can provide a low quality version of itself
1
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for direct sharing. An AR video can compute and send the
augmented contents to a viewer’s device for direct rendering
without draining its limited computing and power resources.
To make these applications a reality, convenient and friendly
communication approach, better with high data rates and reliability, is needed.
One intuitive solution is to integrate screens with Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth, like nowadays smart TV, and convey side information through the wireless channel. However, such combination
has several drawbacks. First, wireless connection requires explicit setup. A viewer wearing smart glasses may see multiple
screens during his daily life and be bothered to search their
Wi-Fi from many available networks. Second, wireless device
and screen are not well synchronized. For example, a screen
playing an AR video should deliver the augmented contents
synchronized at the frame level, e.g., 16.7 ms with a frame
rate of 60 Hz, which cannot be always achieved by Wi-Fi due
to occasionally large latency and jitter [29]. Last but not least,
the broadcasting behavior of wireless devices causes information spamming or leakage to unwanted people. For example,
in TV commercial, only the viewers of the advertisement need
the side information about the product. In video sharing, an
eavesdropper must not access the low quality video due to
copyright protection.
Alternatively, as cameras are indispensable to smart devices, it is more convenient, impromptu and secure to embed
extra information into video and deliver them through the
screen-camera channel without impacting viewers’ watching experience. Thanks to the high refresh rates (≥ 120 Hz)
of modern screens, pioneer works [24, 36, 41] hide data in
high frame rate videos to cheat human eyes that have much
lower perception rates (40-50 Hz) [31]. However, they emphasize on human perception but sacriﬁce data rates (e.g., 551
Kbps with a bit error rate (BER) of 8% [41]), hardly reliable
for real data communication of potential applications. Improving reliable data rates on hidden screen-camera channel,
however, is non-trivial. Unlike conventional communication
channels [8, 17, 22, 27], enhancing the signal does not help
for the screen-camera channel because it immediately sets up
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Figure 1: System overview of A IR C ODE. The monitor displays a video with embedded data in raw video frames, and metadata
(control information) in raw audio signals. The phone records the video, then detects screen in camera images to equalize
distorted video frames, decodes metadata from audio signals, and ﬁnally decodes data embedded in video.
a conﬂict with unobtrusiveness to human eyes. We refer the
rate (PER) that is required by the overall communication. To
reader to Section 2 for the more detailed analysis of the unique
achieve this, A IR C ODE carefully designs acoustic packets to
characteristics of the screen-camera channel. Essentially, we
overcome problems of reverberation and frequency spectral
are facing the dilemma of foregoing three contradicting goals.
leakage caused by short packet duration and achieves high
In this study, we ﬁrst investigate the state-of-the-art works
reliability with nearly zero PER.
from distinct perspectives and discuss the root causes of un(3) High-rate visual channel: A IR C ODE leverages the
reliability. On this basis, we present A IR C ODE, an imperscreen-camera link as the high-rate data channel. Data bits
ceptible screen-camera communication system that supports
are transmitted via imagery codes imperceptibly embedded in
high-throughput and reliable data transmission on top of reguthe primary carrier video. To minimize ﬂickers, we adaptively
lar video viewing, as demonstrated in Figure 1. The working
choose the required lightness changes according to the spatial
scenario of A IR C ODE is non-sophisticated: When a watcher
texture of the primary video content and perform lightness
intends to acquire information on the side channel, she simalteration as introduced in [36, 41]. The high data rate is then
ply shoots a video of the screen playing the encoded video
achieved by 1) embedding full-frame visual codes with a careusing her smartphone, which automatically receives and defully designed frame structure; 2) effective error correction
codes the embedded bits, at a rate of as high as 1069 Kbps,
with an adaptive concatenated coding scheme.
almost 2× higher than the state-of-the-art ChromaCode [41],
We implement A IR C ODE using commodity computer monunderpinning various applications like video-in-video sharitors and smartphones. We conduct real-world experiments
ing. A IR C ODE boosts data throughput while reducing BER
and extensive evaluations on key metrics including BER,
by an invisible visual and inaudible audio dual-channel in
throughput, goodput and screen-tracking accuracy. Besides,
three distinct ways:
various system parameters, such as distance, angle, signal
strength, background interference, and frame size, are tested.
(1) Precise screen tracking: Precise screen detection and
tracking is critical to equalization of video frames, the key
Videos with various texture, luminance, quality and audios
process for successful decoding of visual codes. According to
with different types of sound are used for evaluation. The imperceptibility is tested with a user study. Experimental results
our measurements, errors of a few pixels may signiﬁcantly affect packet reception (§2). Precise screen detection, however,
demonstrate that A IR C ODE achieves a remarkable data rate
is non-trivial due to various factors, such as video contents,
of 1069 Kbps with an average BER of 5%, which signiﬁcantly
outperforms existing approaches.
surrounding background, hand motions, etc. In A IR C ODE,
we exploit the idea of visual odometry [21] for this purpose.
The core contributions of this paper are:
Speciﬁcally, A IR C ODE constructs a 3-D map of a screen of
• We present A IR C ODE, a hidden screen-camera commuinterest and tracks the screen by estimating the phone pose
nication system that achieves >1Mbps throughput for
with projections of map points and then projecting the screen
the ﬁrst time, allowing not only text but also image and
with the pose estimated.
video
transmission.
(2) Reliable audio channel: While the video channel
shares the same frequency band with the ambient illumi• To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to exploit
nance [41], the near-ultrasound audio channel is resistant to
an invisible visual and inaudible audio channel, which
ambient low-frequency noises [38] and more reliable. Thus,
jointly enables fully imperceptible, high-rate, and reliA IR C ODE allocates the inaudible speaker-microphone link as
able communication by their complementary advantages.
the control channel for the critical metadata of visual codes
• We propose an algorithm using visual odometry that pre(e.g., code layout, coding scheme, etc.). To seamlessly comcisely tracks screen locations even with dynamic video
ply with the video channel, the audio channel should fulﬁll
content, complex ambient contexts, and camera motions
two conditions, i.e., short packet duration that matches the
caused by unconsciously hand motion and shake.
high frame rate of the video channel, and low packet error
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Motivation

Hidden screen-camera communication is possible with the
natural difference between the human vision system and
camera system: Human eyes cannot resolve ﬂickers, or luminance ﬂuctuations, at frequencies higher than 100Hz, but instead only perceive the average lightness, due to the low-pass
ﬂicker-fusion property of human vision system [31]. Thus,
if we inversely modify the lightness of a pair of subsequent
video frames, which are termed as complementary frames,
and play them at high frame rate, e.g., 120 frames per second
(fps) that is supported by modern commercial monitors and
TVs, human eyes will not perceive the change of lightness.
Instead, they will only observe the original video content,
which is the average of complementary frames. In contrast,
commodity cameras with a high capturing rate can acquire
the differences and decode the data if certain information is
modulated on top of the change of lightness. Pioneer work has
exploited this phenomenon for hidden screen-camera communication by embedding data bits unobtrusively in primary
carrier videos. The visual channel of A IR C ODE is also built
upon this idea. The hidden screen-camera channel is reported
error-prone due to some unique intrinsic errors [24, 36, 41],
such as projection distortions, blurring, Moiré patterns, rolling
shutter effects, and frequent changes of camera pose caused
by hand motion and shake, etc.

2.1

Challenges and Measurements

Previous proposals mainly aim at minimizing ﬂickers for
good unobtrusiveness, yet sacriﬁce data rates and robustness.
The best result to date reported is from ChromaCode, with
the data rate of up to 551 Kbps and BER of 8%, which is
far from sufﬁciency for many applications such as the abovementioned video-in-video sharing. What’s even worse, such
performance is obtained with limitations including visible
border markers [36] and stable cameras [24, 41].
To reveal the root causes of these limitations, we consider
the state-of-the-art works, ChromaCode, and evaluates how its
reliability suffers when (1) the detected screen deviates from
the ground-truth, and (2) the received metadata (e.g. visual
code layout, coding scheme, etc.) has bit errors. Experiments
are conducted in a cubicle space and with different types of
videos, as listed in Table 1. During experiments, the phone is
placed static with several ﬁxed poses, so that the ground-truth
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Figure 3: Examples of screen detection failure. (a) rule-based
approach [41], and (b) learning-based approach [10].
of the screen can be manually marked. Besides, the metadata
is known prior as well. To evaluate the impact of screen detection, we gradually shift the input of the screen location by
a small number of pixels and calculate BER accordingly. To
evaluate the impact of metadata decoding, we manually add
random error bits in the channel code of metadata.
(1) Impact of screen detection. Figure 2a shows that the
BER of the screen-camera link remains around 2% when the
location error of the screen is less than 4 pixels (in a 720p
video), which is about the half-length of the smallest data cell
in ChromaCode, but explodes when the location error exceeds
4 pixels. It fails when the location error reaches 15 pixels. It
means that highly accurate screen detection is necessary for
the screen-camera link. Recent phones incorporates image
stabilization [20, 32] to reduce blurring caused by camera
motion. However, these techniques can only remove small
handshakes and thus require the user to uncomfortably hold
the phone at a ﬁxed position during the recording. Figure 3
further illustrates failure cases of screen detection with two
representative approaches, the rule-based approach used in
ChromaCode, and Mask R-CNN [10], a learning-based approach. The rule-based approach tries to ﬁnd a quadrilateral
whose outer bound consists of edges in the image and has
consistent similar lightness, which may be misled by video
contents and the surrounding environment. While Mask RCNN can accurately recognize objects in images after sufﬁcient training, it fails to meet the stringent requirement on
accurate segmentation with errors of only several pixels for
screen-camera communication. Besides, both approaches lack
pertinent mechanisms to deal with continuous tracking of the
screen in a video.
(2) Impact of metadata decoding. Figure 2b shows that
the screen-camera link becomes lost when the number of error bits in metadata exceeds 4, which is consistent with that
ChromaCode encodes 5-bit metadata with 15-bit code and
corrects at most 3-bit errors. Through all experiments, 24.6%
frames have BERs over 8%, among which 29.3% are due to
failure in decoding metadata. The drawback of existing sole
screen-camera communication schemes is that while metadata
is more important than data and requires robust communication with lower BER, it is conveyed in the same erroneous
visual channel as data. To achieve reliable communication
with the screen-camera link, a more robust channel is needed
for transmission of metadata.
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Figure 4: Logic ﬂow of screen detection.

3

System Overview

Motivated by the measurements above, we design A IR C ODE
to address the two signiﬁcant drawbacks, namely erroneous
screen tracking and vulnerable transmission of metadata and
deliver an imperceptible, high-rate, and reliable screen-camera
communication system.
Figure 1 shows the system overview of A IR C ODE. At the
sender side, A IR C ODE embeds data (visual codes) into raw
video frames and embeds metadata of visual codes into raw audio signals. During playing the video, users run A IR C ODE on
their phones and shoot the monitor. At the receiver side, upon
receiving camera images and acoustic signals, A IR C ODE simultaneously tracks the screen in images with visual odometry to equalize distorted frames (§ 4) and decodes metadata
embedded in acoustic signals (§ 5). Afterward, both undistorted frames and metadata are used to decode data conveyed
in video frames (§ 6).

4

Screen Detection

Detecting screen is the key process for successful decoding of visual code, due to unknown perspective distortion of
the screen in images. However, various video content and
background environments may interfere in screen detection,
leading to failure of decoding, as discussed in § 2. Existing
works embed speciﬁc position codes at the edges and corners
of video for screen detection, which wastes communication
resources and affects the watching experience of audiences.
In contrast to existing solutions that try hard to reduce the
interference caused by complex background environment,
A IR C ODE exploits it as visual clues for odometry [21] to
track the screen in frames.
Visual odometry alternately tracks the poses of image
frames and maintains a global map of 3-D points seen by
multiple image frames. Generally, visual odometry consists of
three main steps. (1) Initialization. Visual odometry matches
feature pixels of two image frames and estimates their relaive pose. The global map is then initialized with the 3-D
map points of the matched feature pixels. (2) Tracking. Upon
receiving a new frame, visual odometry matches its feature
pixels with 3-D points in the global map, estimates the pose of
the frame, and updates 3-D map points of the matched feature
pixels in the global map. (3) Optimization. Visual odometry
periodically buffers some frames, termed as keyframes, to
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reﬁne the global map and avoid drifting error. When a new
keyframe arrives, visual odometry jointly optimizes poses of
all buffered keyframes that share common feature pixels with
the new keyframe and all 3-D points seen by these keyframes
in the global map.
To enable screen detection, A IR C ODE modiﬁes the main
steps of visual odometry to further keep 4 screen points in the
global map. Each screen point corresponds to one corner point
of the rectangular screen. Thus, the screen can be uniquely
identiﬁed and represented by its four corner points. Figure 4
shows the logic ﬂow of screen detection of A IR C ODE. In
addition to visual odometry, during initialization, A IR C ODE
estimates the initial 3-D locations of the screen points. During
the tracking process, A IR C ODE projects the screen points in
the frame with the frame pose for decoding. In the optimization process, A IR C ODE updates the screen points with the
reﬁned poses of keyframes and the projections of the screen
points on these keyframes to avoid drifting error.

4.1

Feature Extraction

Feature pixels are representative pixels invariant to translation, scaling and rotation of an image and can be used for
robustly tracking successive image frames and mapping 3-D
points corresponding to these feature pixels. A IR C ODE uses
ORB [28] which is fast to compute and match, and remains
invariant across different viewpoints, yielding sufﬁcient efﬁciency and accuracy for visual odometry.
In practice, the video content may change with time, and
feature pixels within the screen are not consistent across successive frames. To avoid the negative impact of mismatching
these feature pixels, A IR C ODE ﬁrst obtains a coarse estimation of the screen frame, and ﬁlter out all feature pixels within
it. The initial screen frame is calculated by the rule-based
algorithm during initialization (as in § 2) or inherited from
the last frame during the tracking process. Figure 5a shows
examples of feature extraction, where the screen frame is
highlighted and feature pixels within it are removed.

4.2

Initialization

The initialization process computes the relative pose between
two frames and triangulates an initial set of 3-D map points
for tracking and 4 screen corner points for communication.
Lacking the knowledge of screen points, A IR C ODE uses the
rule-based algorithm to detect the screen and decode frames
during initialization. As a successful decoding indicates accurate screen detection, A IR C ODE selects two decoded frames
with their detected projections of the screen for initialization.
Figure 5a illustrates an example of initialization with two
matched frames. Denote the two selected frames as F0 and
F1 , any matched feature pixels as p0 and p1 , and any matched
projection pixels of screen corner points as s0 and s1 , A IR C ODE uses epipolar geometry and computes the fundamental
matrix F10 that connects any pair matched pixels [9]:
pT0 F10 p1 = 0, sT0 F10 s1 = 0.
(1)
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F10 can be solved by integrating eight pairs of matched pixels [18]. Since the successful decoding strongly indicates
that screen points are accurately located in the two frames,
A IR C ODE selects the projection pixels of four screen points
(i.e., s) as four pairs of the matched pixels, and four pairs of
matched feature pixels (i.e., p) as the rest.
To recover the camera pose, the fundamental matrix F10
is converted to the essential matrix E10 using the intrinsic
matrix K of the camera:
E10 ≡ t∧10 R10 = KT F10 K,
(2)
where t10 and R10 the are relative translation vector and rotation matrix respectively, and the operator (·)∧ is to calculate
the skew-symmetric matrix from a vector. The four possible poses (i.e., t10 and R10 ) are derived from the essential
matrix E10 via singular value decomposition [9]. With each
ambiguous candidate, A IR C ODE triangulates 3-D points corresponding to all matched feature pixels and projection pixels
of four screen points. A valid 3-D point with high conﬁdence
should be in front of the camera and have a signiﬁcant parallax between the two frames. Thus, A IR C ODE selects the
candidate with most such points as the true pose. Finally,
A IR C ODE initializes the 3-D global map and the screen with
all valid 3-D points of the true pose. The two frames used in
initialization are set as initial keyframes.

4.3

Screen Tracking

After initialization, A IR C ODE continuously tracks poses of
new frames and projects the screen accordingly for decod-
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N

Ti,opt = arg min ∑ pi, j − π(Ti , P j )2 ,
Ti

(3)

j=1

where π(·) projects the 3-D map points onto the image frame
given its pose [9]:
(K(Ri P j + ti ))0 (K(Ri P j + ti ))1 T
π(Ti , P j ) = [
,
] .
(4)
(K(Ri P j + ti ))2 (K(Ri P j + ti ))2
With the estimation of the pose, A IR C ODE projects screen
points onto the current frame:
si, j = π(Ti , S j ),
(5)
where S j is the j-th screen point ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4). To further
minimize projection error, A IR C ODE searches outstanding
Shi-Tomasi corners [34] within neighborhoods of these projections as the ﬁnal estimation.
A IR C ODE may fail to decode due to small but intolerant
deviations of screen tracking. In contrast, despite frequent
failures, the rule-based algorithm can accurately detect edges
and corners in the frame and yield more accurate estimation
if the screen is successfully detected. Thus, when decoding
fails, A IR C ODE further executes the rule-based algorithm to
obtain a second estimation of the screen, denoted as si, j . Then,
it merges the corner points of the two screens as:
 
si, j si, j − si, j  ≥ δh

si, j =
,
(6)
si, j si, j − si, j  ≤ δl
As screen tracking yields consistently small errors, an upper
threshold, δh , is used to reject totally wrong estimation from
the rule-based algorithm. Meanwhile, a lower threshold, δl ,
is used to accept more accurate estimation from the rulebased algorithm. When δl < si, j − si, j  < δh , A IR C ODE has
no extra information to determine which estimation is better.
Thus, it forks two screen candidates, whose j-th points are
assigned as si, j and si, j respectively. Finally, A IR C ODE tries
all screen candidates until the frame is successfully decoded.
Note that in the worst case where the screen tracking fails, e.g.,
due to lack of visual features around the screen, A IR C ODE
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Figure 7: Main problems of short packet duration. (a) enlarged
impact of reverberation, and (b) aggravated spectral leakage.
degenerates to the rule-based algorithm and still maintains
a moderate decoding rate. Figure 5b illustrates the process
of screen tracking, where all matched feature pixels in the
frame and both the tracked screen and the merged screen are
highlighted.
To avoid drifting error during tracking, A IR C ODE periodically selects frames and passes them to the optimizing thread.
Speciﬁcally, it creates new keyframes only when one of the
following conditions are satisﬁed:
1. More than 0.5 fps frames have passed after the creation
of the last keyframe, and the current frame tracks less
than 90% points than the last keyframe.
2. The current frame fails to be decoded with the tracking
screen but can be decoded with the merged screen.
Condition (1) avoids computing cost with redundant frames,
while condition (2) ensures timely updating of the screen.

4.4

Screen Updating

The optimizing thread periodically reﬁnes map points and
screen points to avoid drifting error. Figure 5c shows the
structure of global map and keyframes. Upon receiving a
new keyframe, A IR C ODE ﬁrst deletes obsolete map points
that are seen by fewer than 3 keyframes and add new points
from matches between the current keyframe and previous
keyframes, as that in visual odometry. Next, A IR C ODE collects all map points seen by the current keyframe and all
keyframes that see any of these map points for optimization.
Speciﬁcally, suppose M key frames together with the current
keyframe are selected, the pose of the i-th keyframe is Ti ,
and Ni matches Pi j , pi, j  are detected in the i-th keyframe.
The pose Ti and map points Pk are optimized via bundle
adjustment:
K
{Ti,opt }M
i=0 , {Pk,opt }k=1 =
M Ni

∑ ∑ pi, j − π(Ti , Pi j )2 .

arg min

(7)

K
{Ti }M
i=0 ,{Pk }k=1 i=1 j=1

Then, A IR C ODE optimizes screen points via multi-view
triangulation with the reﬁned poses of keyframes. Speciﬁcally,
denote the projection of the j-th screen point S j on the i-th
key frame as si, j , the 3-D location of the j-th screen point is
calculated by minimizing the following projection error:
M

S j,opt = arg min ∑ Ti S̄ j − (ŝTi, j Ti S̄ j )ŝi, j 2 ,
Sj
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si, j , and S̄ j and s̄i, j are the homogeneous representation of
S j and si, j , respectively. The term (ŝTi, j Ti S̄ j )ŝi, j calculates the
projection coordinate of S j along the direction ŝi, j . Intuitively,
when S j is accurately localized, Ti S̄ j has the same direction as
ŝi, j and the error term becomes 0. The optimal solution S j,opt
is the eigenvector corresponding to the minimal eigenvalue of
T
T
T
the matrix ∑M
i=1 (Ti − ŝi, j ŝi, j Ti ) (Ti − ŝi, j ŝi, j Ti ), and can be
calculated directly in closed
form.
Finally, after optimization, A IR C ODE discards redundant
keyframes whose map points have been seen in at least other
three keyframes, as in [33], to maintain a reasonable number
of keyframes for fast optimization, and avoid large estimation
uncertainty caused by co-located key frames [19].

5

Audio Control Channel

Despite orders of magnitude smaller throughput, the speakermicrophone link is more reliable than the screen-camera link
due to little interference in the near ultrasound band. Thus,
A IR C ODE exploits the speaker-microphone link to send critical metadata of visual codes, e.g., coding layout, coding
scheme, etc. By doing so, not only is metadata robustly delivered, but also more video coding area is saved to convey
more data. Figure 6 shows the logic ﬂow of the audio communication part. At the sender side, metadata is encoded with
a two-layer encoding scheme, which includes Golay coding
and Manchester coding, and then modulated on frequency
subcarriers. A chirp signal is prepended as a preamble for timing alignment. The raw audio signal is low-pass ﬁltered and
then embedded with the control signal. At the receiver side,
the signal is ﬁrst high-pass ﬁltered to remove raw audio signal
and background noises, then aligned with a chirp template,
and ﬁnally demodulated and decoded to yield metadata.

5.1

Design Challenges

Frame-level Packet Duration. To convey metadata for the
video channel, whose data frame (a pair of complementary
video frames) rate is 60 fps, the audio packets should be sent
within tens of milliseconds. However, most existing solutions
send packets at the second level, which is sufﬁciently reliable
but cannot be agilely adjusted according to the video channel.
For example, Dolphin [38] adopts long OFDM packets, which
is 3.56 s long. Chirp packets, whose duration is 1.463 s, are
used in [12]. To match the need for the high packet rate, a
shorter packet should be designed.
However, reducing packet duration will cause two problems, reverberation in the time domain and spectral leakage in
the frequency domain. First, the impact of reverberation is enlarged. Due to the multi-path effect, the microphone not only
hears the direct signal but also delayed reverberating signals
reﬂected by surrounding environments. Figure 7a shows an example of a 10 ms chirp signal received and its reverberations.

(8)

i=1
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Figure 8: Audio packet design. (a) The 66.7 ms packet consists of one 20 ms preamble, two 20 ms data symbols and one silence
pad. (b) The preamble and data symbol are separately located within 2 ranges of 20 − 22 kHz and 17 − 19.2 kHz, the data symbol
consists of 23 subcarriers spaced at 100 Hz apart.
The dominant echo, spans the ﬁrst 3 ms of the reverberation
the ﬁrst 11 bits and the ﬁrst Manchester bit of the 23rd bit
period, making it impossible to modulating bits at the subof the Golay codeword to the 23 subcarriers of the ﬁrst data
symbol, and the rest 23 Manchester bits to the second data
millisecond level in the time domain. Second, the spectral
symbol. Figure 8b shows an example of the spectrum of one
leakage aggravates as the length of bit duration decreases.
data symbol, where the subcarrier spacing is 100 Hz. Since
Figure 7b depicts the spectrum of chirp signals modulated
with on-off keying with different bit duration. Though with a
each pair of Manchester bits are assigned to either adjacent
duration of 5 ms, the leakage signiﬁcantly increases, leading
subcarriers or data symbols, they experience similar channel
to the perception of the audience.
responses caused by multipath effect and frequency selectivity
of audio devices. Thus, the receiver can demodulate the data
Low Packet Error Rate. A IR C ODE assigns the audio link
as the control channel. Thus, it must be reliable with a low
symbol by directly comparing amplitudes of pairs of Manchpacket error rate (PER). As audio channel suffers from multiester bits without thresholds, and the sender can distribute all
path effect and frequency selectivity of speakers and microallocated signal power evenly to bits ’1’ in each data symbol,
phones, pilot symbols are usually used to account for different
to increase average SNR and reduce overall PER.
channel responses of subcarriers and decide demodulation
thresholds accordingly [38]. However, the threshold-based
6 Video Data Channel
method requests that all bits ’1’ across all symbols are moduThe screen-camera link supports high throughput communilated with the same amplitude, leading to waste of energy and
cation with imagery codes invisible to human eyes. The basic
low SNR, when some symbols contain only a few bits ’1’.
principle is to exploit the low-pass ﬂicker fusion property
of human eyes. Speciﬁcally, screen-camera communication
5.2 Audio Packet Design
generates high-rate complementary frames by inversely modFigure 8a shows the audio packet format in both time and
ifying the lightness of a pair of adjacent raw video frames.
frequency domain. To cope with the video channel, we set
1
When
videos are played at high frame rate, e.g., 120 FPS,
the packet duration as 15 s, corresponding to 4 data frames,
human
eyes can only observe raw video frames, which are
during which video conﬁguration is unlikely to change.
the
average
of complementary frames, and cannot perceive
To solve the challenge of short packet duration, A IR C ODE
the
embedded
data frames. In contrast, cameras with a high
modulates bits in the frequency domain and sets data symbol
capturing
rate
can
still acquire and decode data frames. A IR length as 20 ms, which is about 4 times longer than the major
C
ODE
takes
the
idea
of hidden screen-camera communication,
echo and has low spectral leakage. To further avoid the impact
but
focus
on
lower
BER
as well as higher data rate, by incorpoof reverberation, A IR C ODE separates the preamble and the
rating
robust
speaker-microphone
link as the control channel,
data into different frequency bands. Speciﬁcally, as shown
and
accurate
screen
detection
based
on visual odometry.
in Figure 8b, the chirp preamble is within 20 − 22 kHz, and
Figure
6
shows
the
video
communication
part of A IR C ODE.
the data symbol is within 17 − 19.2 kHz. Both of which are
At
the
sender
side,
data
bits
are
ﬁrstly
encoded
with a concateinaudible to most human ears [42]. To further reduce spectral
nated
coding
scheme,
including
Reed-Solomon
(RS) coding
leakage, A IR C ODE applies a tapered-cosine window on the
as
source
code
and
Convolutional
coding
as
channel
code.
preamble and each data symbol.
The
coding
scheme
is
adaptively
selected
according
to
the
To solve the challenge of low packet error rate, A IR C ODE
texture
complexity
of
the
raw
video,
to
achieve
high
throughadopts the two-layer coding scheme. Speciﬁcally, each packet
put in plain frames, as well as low BER in textured frames.
contains 12 control bits. The 12 control bits are ﬁrst encoded
The
encoded bits are modulated as data frames and embedinto 23 bits codeword via Golay code [23], which can correct
ded
into
pairs of complementary raw video frames. At the
any 3-bit error. Then, to fully exploit signal power allocated
receiver
side,
A IR C ODE inputs camera images into the screen
to the control signal, A IR C ODE further adopts Manchester
detection
process
to obtain successive locations of the screen
coding, which encodes bits ’1’ as ’10’ and bits ’0’ as ’01’.
in
frames.
Meanwhile,
the associated audio signal is proDuring modulation, A IR C ODE assigns 22 Manchester bits of
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Figure 9: Data frame design. The frame consists of 16 data
blocks, surrounded by black-and-white lines as references.
cessed to get corresponding metadata. Then, camera images
are equalized with screen location information, and data is
ﬁnally demodulated and decoded with metadata.

6.1

Data Frame Design

Figure 9 shows A IR C ODE’s data frame. A IR C ODE follows
the basic design of ChromaCode, but removes the code preamble blocks in ChromaCode that redundantly encode metadata
of data frames, thanks to the use of the audio channel. A IR C ODE divides the whole image frame into 16 data blocks with
equal size. Similar to ChromaCode, each data block contains
several data cells and is surrounded with alternate black and
white cells as references. The encoded bits are interleaved
and ﬁlled into data blocks. Speciﬁcally, the i-th bit is assigned
to the 16i -th cell in the (i mod 16)-th block.
The metadata of a data frame, including the levels of RS
coding and Convolutional coding for encoding, and the data
cell size for modulation, are transmitted as control packets
over the reliable acoustic channel. Each control packet of
metadata contains 12 data bits, with 2 bits for the RS coding
level, 1 bit for the Convolutional coding level, 6 bits for the
data cell size, and the rest 3 bits for parity bits for these three
parameters. To save audio channel capacity, four successive
data frames (embedded in eight video frames) share the same
set of parameters in one control packet, as the video content
is unlikely to drastically change during such a short period.
To avoid ﬂoating time offsets between the audio control
channel and the video data channel, A IR C ODE periodically
(e.g., 5 s) sends video frames with the highest coding level
and audio packets. These video frames and audio packets
contain the synchronization information. At the receiver, each
control audio packet will be aligned with 4 video data frames
according to the latest synchronizing frame.

6.2

Adaptive Error Correction

In practice, textures of carrier video can considerably impact
data transmission. In particular, the BER of the screen-camera
link is lower in plain frames consisting of pixels in similar
colors but signiﬁcantly higher in textured frames. Therefore,
to ensure robust data transmission, an error correction scheme
with high correction ability should be used for textured frames.
In contrast, a scheme with high efﬁciency yet potentially low
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correction ability will be preferred in plain frames to achieve
high throughput.
This observation leads to the adaptive error correction
scheme of A IR C ODE, which adjusts the screen-camera channel parameters in metadata, i.e., RS coding level, Convolutional coding level, and data cell size, according to the dynamic texture complexity of the carrier video. In detail, A IR C ODE supports 40 levels of data cell size, 2 levels of Convolutional coding and 4 levels of RS coding, which result in
320 levels of error correction. Given a video, a subset of error
correction levels are selected and linearized by setting the
data cell size as the most signiﬁcant factor and the RS coding
as the least signiﬁcant factor. The video is segmented where
1
a segment can be as short as 8 frames (i.e., 15
s), corresponding to 1 audio packet. For each video segment, A IR C ODE
quantizes the texture complexity by calculating the average
contrast of pixels against their neighboring 9×9 pixels, and
maps the texture complexity to the error correction level.

7
7.1

Evaluation
Experimental Methodology

Experiment Setting and implementation.We use an AOC
AGON AG271QX monitor as the sender of encoded videos
and audios. It supports 120Hz refresh rate along with
1920×1080 resolution and has two audio speakers on its
back. One Nexus 6P smartphone without hardware modiﬁcation is used as the receiver. videos and audios are played by a
DELL XPS 8900-R17N8 desktop, which equips a GeForce
RTX 2070 GPU, and MPV player with VDPAU acceleration.
A IR C ODE uses FFmpeg to extract and compress video frames
and audio tracks. OpenCV is used for the implementation
of the rule-based screen detection algorithm and the screen
tracking algorithm. A IR C ODE exploits MediaCodeC interface for efﬁcient hardware video coding and Boost library for
implement of audio coding.
Video & Audio Selection. Table 1 shows the selected
videos and their audios. For the video with pure gray images, an empty audio track is used as its origin audio. The
bars indicate the levels of texture complexity, luminance and
quality of the selected video contents, which cover a variety
of combination. The more portion of a bar is ﬁlled with colors,
the higher level of the metric is achieved by the corresponding video. E.g., the video Dynasties (D) has complex texture,
low luminance and high quality. The corresponding audio
contents include different types, e.g., human speaking, animal sound, an object moving and dropping, and background
music, indicated by the icons. In practice, the quality of a
streaming video frequently switches. However, frames between two adjacent switches still have the same quality. As
A IR C ODE encodes data at the frame level, frequent switching of streaming videos has a minor impact on A IR C ODE.
Evaluation Metrics. For screen-camera communication, we
compare A IR C ODE with ChromaCode and InFrame++ [36]
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Table 1: Origin primary video & audio clips used in the experiments and their characteristics
Big Buck Bunny (B)
Dynasties (D)
Gray (G)
Journey (J)
Zootopia (Z)

Texture
Luminance
Quality
Audio
in terms of throughput, goodput and data BER. Throughput
is the amount of all received bits. Goodput is the effective
throughput of correctly decoded data bits. And BER is the
number of error bits divided by total received data amount.
ChromaCode uses the rule-based screen detection algorithm,
and InFrame++ uses visible markers and alignment patterns
at screen corners and borders. Since the speaker-microphone
link serves as control channel and does not convey much data,
we only evaluate its reliability in terms of BER and PER.
User Study. We invite 12 participants, including students
and staffs on campus, to score the watching experience of encoded videos and audios. The ages of these participants range
from 20 to 30. Nine participants are male, while the rest 3 are
female. In total 40 videos together with their audios are prepared and tested. Videos and audios with or without data are
randomly shufﬂed and played. Participants, not knowing their
orders, are asked to give scores on the quality of them. Denote
the scores for encoded videos and audios as S_enc and that for
raw videos and audios as S_raw, the ﬁnal scores for encoded
S_enc
videos and audios are normalized as S_raw
. In some cases, the
normalized score is larger than 1, meaning that participants
cannot statistically differentiate encoded videos and audios
from their original counterparts. Moreover, to check whether
young children can perceive the embedded code, we intentionally invite one 5-year-old child to watch the testing videos
and audios and give feedback. Considering that children at
such a young age may not have enough comprehension ability
as adults to understand the meaning of the experiment, we
neutrally ask him whether he can see or hear anything peculiar
in videos or audios. All experiments are approved by our IRB,
and do not raise any ethical issues.

7.2

Overall Performance

Performance of the communication processes. We ﬁrst report the overall performance of A IR C ODE in terms of throughput, goodput, and BER of the video channel, and BER and
PER of the audio channel.
Figure 10a-10c show the performance of screen-camera
communication in A IR C ODE with different video contents.
Two state-of-the-art approaches, ChromaCode and InFrame++
are evaluated for comparison. As shown in Figure 10a,
A IR C ODE achieves 1 Mbps throughput for all 5 videos, attributed to robust transmission of metadata through speaker-
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microphone channel. In contrast, though encoded with the
whole screen, ChromaCode has lower throughput, especially
with the videos ’D’ and ’Z’. InFrame++ has the lowest
throughput, due to its inefﬁciently CDMA-like coding scheme.
Figure 10b shows that except the video ’D’, the average BER
achieved by A IR C ODE is about 5%, which is statistically
lower than its counterparts, owing to the accurate screen detection process. Figure 10c further compares the goodput of
A IR C ODE and ChromaCode. Due to the additive effect of
accurate screen detection and robust metadata transmission,
A IR C ODE outperforms ChromaCode throughout all testing
videos. Another key observation from Figure 10b and 10c is
that the system performance is highly impacted by video content, where the video with more plain frames (i.e., ’G’) tends
to have lower BER and higher goodput. A IR C ODE takes adaptive error correction, which further increases the reliability of
A IR C ODE with different video contents.
Figure 10d shows the BER and PER of the speakermicrophone link, whose reliable communication is of great
importance for the overall system. Across all types of audio
contents, the BER of the audio control channel consistently
remains below 1%. With the help of Golay code, over 99.9%
audio control packets can be successfully decoded, providing
robust metadata for the screen-camera link.
Performance of the screen tracking process. The screen
detection rate and tracking error of A IR C ODE are evaluated and compared with the rule-based algorithm of ChromaCode. Since labeling ground-truth of all video frames is
labor-intensive, we indirectly calculate screen detection rate
as the ratio rmethod
rbase , where rmethod is the frame decoding rate
of the method, and rbase is the frame decoding rate when
the camera is ﬁxed at some sampling locations. To calculate
screen tracking error, we randomly sample frames with 0.5s
intervals from all videos and mark the ground-truth screen in
them for comparison.
On average, A IR C ODE takes 0.79 s to initialize. Figure 11a
shows that A IR C ODE consistently detects the screen in over
97% frames across different types of videos. In contrast, the
rule-based algorithm suffers from confusing video contents,
and ChromaCode can detect the screen in over 90% frames in
videos ’B’, ’G’ and ’J’, but only about 70% frames in videos
’D’ and ’Z’. Figure 11b further shows the tracking error of the
two methods in terms of image pixels. A IR C ODE achieves
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Figure 11: Performance of screen tracking.

consistently small tracking error for all videos, while the performance of ChromaCode is highly related to video content.
Speciﬁcally, all tracking errors of A IR C ODE are within 9 pixels. In contrast, 12.8% tracking errors of ChromaCode exceed
9 pixels, and the maximal error is even beyond 60 pixels. This
validates the effectiveness of screen tracking.
Beneﬁts of individual module. We further evaluate the individual performance improvement from the screen detection,
control channel and error correction of A IR C ODE. When one
module is evaluated, the other modules are disabled (error
correction) or assumed to be perfect (screen detection and control channel). Table 2 shows the average system performance.
First, the screen tracking method of A IR C ODE has lower
BER and signiﬁcantly higher goodput than the rule-based
method of ChromaCode, thanks to its consistently accurate
screen tracking. Second, comparing with sending metadata
via video, using the audio channel improves throughput and
goodput. On one hand, it saves the area where metadata has
to be duplicated for reliable detection in video frames. On the
other hand, the audio channel is more robust and overcomes
the occasion when even the duplicated metadata in video
frames cannot be correctly decoded. Third, by considering
the texture complexity of videos, although the adaptive error
correction of A IR C ODE has a slightly higher BER than error
correction with ﬁxed coding level, it achieves overall 10 kbps
more goodput, as more data bits are adaptively encoded.
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BER
Throughput
Goodput

0.04

Screen Error (#Pixel)

Table 2: Beneﬁts of individual module.
Throughput BER Goodput
(kbps)
(%)
(kbps)
Screen
Tracking
1086.4
6%
139.5
Detection
Rule
1073.8
8.3%
77.3
Control
Audio
1084.3
4.4%
149.1
Channel
Video
893.7
4.6%
144.3
Error
Adaptive
1086.3
5%
159.4
Correction
Fixed
1086.4
4.4%
149.4
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Figure 10: Performance of the screen-camera communication and the speaker-microphone communication.

0

Figure 12: Impact of monitor-phone distance.

7.3

Parameter Study

Distance. Figure 12 shows the impact of distance between the
monitor and the phone. For the video part, the data cell size is
ﬁxed to 10 × 10. As shown in Figure 12a, the goodput of A IR C ODE abruptly decreases when the distance becomes longer
than 90 cm. One main reason is that small data cells become
hard to recognize when the distance increases. It suggests that
larger data cells should be used at longer distances, however,
with the sacriﬁce of the throughput. The other reason for performance deterioration is that the focal length of the receiving
camera will automatically change more frequently with larger
distances, leading to more blurry video records.
For audio part, as shown in Figure 12b, while the BER
gradually increases with the distance, due to decay of receiving signal strength, all errors can be corrected and the PER
remains 0 when the phone is within 150 cm from the monitor,
which fulﬁlls the requirement of the video data channel.
Angle. We evaluate the impact of relative angles between
the phone and the monitor, as shown in Figure 13. For video,
Figure 13a shows that the goodput decreases while the BER
increases with a large angle. The main reason is that the projection distortion becomes severer as the camera deviates from
the front of the monitor, and in this case, video frames cannot
be easily decoded even with accurate screen estimation.
The same trend also appears in the speaker-microphone
link, where the BER increases with the angle between the
monitor and the phone, as shown in Figure 13b. It is mainly
due to the high directivity of the monitor loudspeaker. Even
though, A IR C ODE still achieves ultra-low PER of about 1‰.
Signal strength. For the video part, the signal strength is
represented as the quantity of lightness modiﬁcation of data
frames on raw video frames. As shown in Figure 14a, the BER
gradually decreases as the amplitude of lightness modiﬁcation
increases, since data cells can be more easily recognized from
the raw video content, and thus correctly decoded.
For the audio part, the signal strength is represented as the
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Figure 15: Impact of surrounding interference.
portion of power allocated to the embedded signal. As shown
in Figure 14b, the BER declines as the signal strength of the
embedded signal increases, while the PER remains 0 even
when only 20% power is allocated.
Background interference. We further evaluate the robustness under interferences from the environment. For the video
part, the major source of interference is ambient luminance.
Typical indoor ambient luminance ranging from 0 to 800 lux
is evaluated. Speciﬁcally, the ambient luminance less than
600 lux is generated by an unshielded lamp suspended over
the screen-camera link, while that between 600 and 800 lux is
generated by natural sunlight during the daytime. A photometer is placed adjacent to the camera to measure the ambient
luminance. As shown in Figure 15a, while strong ambient luminance reduces the contrast between complementary frames,
the system performance only slightly degrades. It is concluded
that ambient luminance has little impact on data transmission.
For the audio part, the major source of interference is environmental noises. For evaluation, we set A IR C ODE to work
normally at 1 m away from the monitor, and let a loudspeaker
be 3 m away from the phone and play various types of audios
as background interferences. The volume of the loudspeaker
is adjusted to create interferences varying from 20 dB (0%
volume) to 70 dB (100% volume) at the speaker. Figure 15b
shows that the variance of BER is small and the PER remains
0 no matter how loud the loudspeaker plays interferences,
demonstrating the robustness of the audio channel.
Frame size. For the video part, the frame size refers to data
cell size. Figure 16a shows the data rate and BER with different data cell sizes. By gradually reducing data cell size, the
throughput boosts from 163 Kbps to 2855 Kbps. A IR C ODE
achieves a high goodput of 182 Kbps with 8 × 8 data cell but
saturates when data cells are further scaled down to 6 × 6, due
to a higher chance of recognition failure and more bit errors.
In practice, given the requirement of the BER and communication distance of an application, A IR C ODE can trade-off the
throughput by selecting appropriate data cell sizes.
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For the audio part, the frame size refers to packet duration.
As shown in Figure 16b, both BER and PER decrease with
longer packets, as longer data symbols are less affected by
reverberation and have ﬁner frequency resolution for demodulation. By observing that the decline of BER is not obvious
when the packet duration exceeds the length of 8 video frames
1
1
(i.e., 15
s), A IR C ODE adopts 15
s as the default packet duration for the audio control channel.

7.4

Perception Test

Video & audio content. Figure 17 shows the variation of
code insensibility with different video and audio content. It is
observed that all normalized scores for videos are higher than
0.6 and those for audios are higher than 0.8 for A IR C ODE,
indicating relatively high insensibility of the system. Among
the results, some normalized scores are equal or even higher
than 1, meaning that the quality of the encoded videos and
audios is sufﬁciently high that participants cannot distinguish
encoded videos and audios from original ones. For different
video contents, higher scores are given to videos ’B’, ’D’ and
’J’, which have more textured frames. It means that larger
lightness modiﬁcation can be applied to textured frames to
ensure low BER without much impacting raw videos.
Biases of audiences. Scores given by 12 participants
demonstrate different biases of their perception, as shown
in Figure 18. For example, the participant 2 gives the statistically highest scores for encoded videos. From the interview
after the experiment, he admits that it is difﬁcult for him
to recognize embedded data hidden in videos, meaning that
the encoded videos have almost the same quality as the raw
videos for him. In contrast, the participant 10 gives the lowest
scores for encoded videos of all three approaches, meaning
that he is relatively sensitive to unnatural alternation in videos.
Among all 12 participants, only 2 (i.e., 6 and 7) of them give
the highest average score to InFrame++. Yet, considering the
scoring ﬂuctuations of participants, there are no signiﬁcant
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Hidden screen-camera communication. Hidden communication with the screen-camera link conveys information without interfering watching experience of audience [11, 15, 24,
30, 36, 37]. Along this direction, pioneer works, InFrame [37]
and InFrame++ [36], propose and implement the basic idea,
which is to switch barcodes with complementary lightness and
leverage the ﬂicker fusion property of human eyes. However,
InFrame++ uses visible markers at corners of video frames for
block localization, which explicitly interferes audience and
consumes precious screen spaces. Extensive efforts are further
made to improve the audience’s experience. TextureCode [24]
adaptively embeds data only in textured regions, which however is limited in throughput. PixNet [26] designs 2D OFDM
symbols that can correct perspective distortions. However,
they are not guaranteed to be invisible after embedded into
video frames and the frequency property of OFDM symbols
is destructed by changing video contents. ChromaCode [41]
improves code invisibility by modifying lightness in uniform
color space and achieves full imperception. However, pursuing code invisibility increases the difﬁculty of detecting
code frames. In comparison, ensuring code invisibility, A IR C ODE adopts visual odometry for accurate screen detection
and achieves lower BER and higher goodput.
Speaker-microphone communication. Communication
with off-the-shelf speaker-microphone links has been studied in [12, 14, 16, 22, 25, 38, 40]. Dhwani [22] adopts OFDM
with PSK modulation and realizes acoustic near ﬁeld communication. However, it works in the audible 6 − 7 kHz band,
which interferes hearing experience of the audience and cannot be embedded in normal audio. Chirp signal is widely
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quality differences among the three approaches.
Besides 12 adults, one 5-year-old child also participates in
the test. We ﬁrst show him training videos with perceptible
visual codes and acoustic noises. Then, the testing videos
and audios are played intermittently and the child answers
whether there are such codes or noises. To avoid biased hints
to the child, we only give the instruction at the beginning and
remain silence during playing of all testing videos. The result
is that both encoded videos and audios do not discomfort the
child, and he cannot observe or hear any interferences that
do not belong to the origin videos and audios, demonstrating
high insensibility of A IR C ODE even for children.
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Figure 18: Audience Diversity.
used in hidden acoustic communication in [12, 14, 16], for
its ﬁne correlation property. However, data rates achieved
with chirp-based communication are less than 100 bps. Dolphin [38] proposes dual-mode unobtrusive communication,
which still only achieves average data rates of up to 500 bps,
even with the usage of a much wider frequency band from 8
kHz to 20 kHz. Noting the limitation of throughput and the
advantage of the reliability of speaker-microphone communication with off-the-shelf devices, A IR C ODE designs reliable
and agile acoustic communication as the control channel of
screen-camera link with high frame rate, boosting the overall
throughput of the whole communication system. The acoustic channel will congest when multiple screens supporting
A IR C ODE coexist. In such a case, the screens should sense
the audio channel before accessing it. Besides, audio packets
should be modiﬁed to identify their belongings to the screens.
We leave the support of multiple screens as future work.
Visual Odometry. Monocular visual odometry has the
goal of estimating camera trajectory and reconstructing the
environment with monocular commercial cameras [1–7, 13,
21,39]. Pioneer works, e.g., MonoSLAM [2], applies ﬁlteringbased approach. Later, optimization-based methods [13] gradually substitutes the ﬁltering-based ones for their tracking
accuracy and efﬁciency. ORB-SLAM [21] is the representative work that uses ORB features in tracking and mapping.
A IR C ODE exploits the idea of visual odometry to accurately
detect screens in images, enabling robust and practical screencamera communication.

9

Conclusion

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
A IR C ODE, the ﬁrst hidden screen-camera communication
system that achieves considerably high data rates of >1Mbps.
A IR C ODE is also the ﬁrst system of its kind that exploits an
invisible video and inaudible audio dual channel. With the
high data rates being supported, A IR C ODE opens up new
opportunities and underpins various applications yet to be
imagined for hidden screen-camera communication.
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